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Abstract
In this paper we overview about the existing literature of
Fuzzy VIKOR and FAHP. We also observed that application
of multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) of Triangular
Fuzzy VIKOR and Triangular Fuzzy AHP on flood risk.
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criteria.

INTRODUCTION
Flood is a natural disaster which claims human lives, animals
lives, destroy properties, roads, make the fertile land unusable
and damage economises and the environment Lee et al.,
[2013] ; Nandalal et al., [2011] the flash floods occur due to
the heavy rain damp break or discharge of suddenly excess
water from the damps. To reduce the damage and fatalities it
is required to develop a technique, measure and
methodologies to understand the flood risk and vulnerability
which can help decision makers.
Economic development and the installation of flood protection
measures have political, economic, and social dimensions as
well as engineering aspects. Hydrologic and hydraulic
analysis of floods provides a sound technical basis for
management decision making that must weigh numerous other
factors Hoggan, [1996]. Flood related problems and many
other applications proved that these problems could be solved
through planning studies and detailed projects about flood
prone areas. Determining the flood vulnerable areas is
important for decision makers for planning and management
activities. Decision making is a choice or selection of
alternative course of action in many fields, both the social and
natural sciences. There are several methods developed by
different authors to study the flood risk management
problems.
This paper present a survey of Fuzzy VIKOR methods and
FAHP applied in flood related studies. The paper is organized
as follows: Section 2. Give a study about different related
works till date. Section 3. A brief definition of Fuzzy set
theory the fuzzy triangular number. Section 4. Fuzzy VIKOR
methods and Fuzzy triangular AHP with examples of
application and the paper ends with short conclusion section 5

RELATED WORKS
The main objectives of this paper G. Lee et al. [2015] was to
improve group decision making (GDM) framework that
combines the VIKOR method with data fuzzification to

quantify the spatial flood vulnerability including multiple
criteria. The fuzzy VIKOR method was developed to solve
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problems with
conflicting and non commensurable criteria. The method was
applied and studied flood vulnerability of Han River China,
The result shows that the proposed fuzzy GDM approach can
reduce the uncertainty in the data confidence and weight
derivation techniques and can also provide robust
prioritization because it actively reflects the opinions of
various groups and considers uncertainty in the input data.
S Opricovic [2011] proposed the fuzzy VIKOR with an
application to water resources planning.
Y. Kim et al. [2013] assessed the vulnerability of the water
supply to climate change and variability in the South Korean
provinces for the present and future with a fuzzy VIKOR
approach. The fuzzy VIKOR was used to aggregate the key
indicators into a vulnerability score because it can provide a
compromise solution considering overall satisfaction and
regret of the selection of wrong provinces, as result diverse
vulnerability rankings with the six different future scenarios
suggest the need for robust decision making given such
uncertainty.
M. de Brito et al. [2016] reviewed multi-criteria decisionmaking (MCDM) applications to flood risk management,
seeking to highlight trends and identify research gaps. A total
of 128 peer-reviewed papers published from 1995 to June
2015 were systematically analysed and he found that it grows
about 82% of all papers published since 2009. AHP was the
most popular method, followed by Technique for Order
Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), and
Simple Additive Weighting (SAW). Although there was
greater interest in MCDM uncertainty analysis remains an
issue and was seldom applied in flood-related studies and the
author believe that their paper can provide valuable
information for guiding future research and that it can serve as
a ready reference for researchers and practitioners working
with flood risk management and MCDM.
A Malekian et al. [2015] in their study Shannon’s Entropy
technique was applied to select the evaluation criteria by
consideration of subjective and objective weights of the
criteria. Meanwhile, VIKOR determined the compromise
solution from a set of alternatives based on the particular
measure of closeness to the ideal solution. The proposed
methodology included two different sorts of sensitivity
analysis for investigating the impacts of criteria weights’
modifications on the final ranking. The proposed integrated
MCA procedure made a valid contribution to the problem.
The author suggested that the proposed integrated MCA
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procedure could potentially be employed in different fields
associated to the watershed planning management.
S. Opricovic et al. [2000] developed a multi criteria Genetic
algorithm to solve Combinatorial Optimization problem
which was originated from VIKOR and a numerable example
water resource engineering in Belgrade water supply system
was presented.
Y. Kim et al. [2015] proposed a robust prioritization
framework for climate change adaptation strategies under
uncertain climate change scenarios, using the VIKOR method.
The MCDM problems were formulated based on multiple
climate change scenarios and the VIKOR method and
Shannon entropy-based weights were utilized. VIKOR was
used to aggregate the sustainability scores from various
climate change scenarios because it provides a compromise
solution between maximum group utility and minimum
individual regret. Also, entropy-based weights were employed
to determine the objective weights among different climate
change scenarios because determining subjective weights
reliably is difficult.
Sabzi et al. [2015] introduce a numerical combination of six
MCDM techniques such as Simple Additive Weight (SAW),
Compromise Programming (CP), TOPSIS, AHP ELECTRE
and VIKOR on flood management multi criteria system.
Finally the author suggest that different method can be
utilized to explain and provide transparency for the decisionmaking process and its tradeoffs among the involved criteria,
so decision makers will be aware of all aspects of decision
making process, the related pros and cons for different taken
decisions and actions.
C L Chang et al. [2011] employed a modified VIKOR method
to find acceptable solutions compromising between
conflicting criteria. This study assessed the Tseng-Wen
reservoir watershed in southern Taiwan with regard to the
spatial variability of its environmental characteristics. The
findings were relevant to land-use restrictions for Chiayi
County, Tainan County, and Kaohsiung County.
C L Chang et al. [2009] applied Multi criteria VIKOR method
to determine the best feasible solution according to the
selected criteria, including geographical and meteorological
factors. The objective of this study was to establish the
priority ranking of land-use restrictions in the Tseng-Wen
reservoir wastershed in southern Taiwan. It was concluded
that subdivisions close to the outlet or reservoir area should
have the priority of land-use restrictions.
Y Kim et al. [2015] quantifies the environmental feasibility
scores of ten alternative dam construction sites based on
multiple criteria VIKOR method, including landscape and
geology, ecological value, water quality, and environmental
toxicity, and generates sets of random numbers to fill the gaps
resulting from the incomplete data.
N Chitsaz et al. [2015] applied practical framework to
prioritize the flood risk management alternatives for
Gorganrood River in Iran. A Comparative study also
conducted between multi criteria decision making (MCDM)
models with different computational mechanisms provided an
opportunity to obtain the most conclusive model.

X L Yang et al. [2013] established a hybrid evaluation model
triangular fuzzy AHP approach for flood risk evaluation and
response measures analysis.
Q Zou et al. [2012] proposed Comprehensive flood risk
assessment based on set pair analysis (SPA)-variable fuzzy
sets (VFS) model and fuzzy AHP and employed in Jingjing
flood diversion district in china and the results are reasonable ,
reliable and applicable thus has bright prospects of application
for comprehensive flood risk assessment.
M Kerkez et al. [2017] presented the fuzzy analytic hierarchy
process (FAHP) model for flood risk assessments. Two flood
hazard indexes were defined, one based on natural factors and
one based on anthropogenic factors. FAHP is applied to data
sets to illustrate a model.
G P. Siddayao et al. [2014] applied Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) method was combined with a Geographical
Information System (GIS) for flood risk analysis and
evaluation in the town of Enrile, a flood-prone area located in
northern Philippines.The AHP results showed the relative
weights of three identified flood risk factors, and these results
were validated to be consistent, using a standard consistency
index.
C L Chang [2013] developed a set of criteria from three
categories of factors (geographic, hydrologic, and societal) for
assessing basin environmental vulnerability. For AHP
analysis, seven criteria were selected as a set of criteria, and
the weights of these criteria were determined. Two different
multiple criteria analysis (MCA) methods, the weighted
method and the compromise method, were adopted to
integrate the criteria and evaluate the environmental
vulnerability of five main basins in Taiwan. The results
showed that the Cho-Shui River Basin has the highest
environmental vulnerability.
Q Li et al. [2012] introduced flood risk analysis and
evaluation method based on variable fuzzy set and
information diffusion to improve probability estimation and
established a fuzzy model to evaluate flood risk with
incomplete data sets. This paper present a composite method
based on variable fuzzy set - AHP and information diffusion
method for disaster risk assessment. They found that results
are reliable and stable.
C Lai et al. [2015] represent a Fuzzy Comprehensive
evaluation (FCE) assessment model to study flood risk. It was
a combination of weight integrating subjective weight and
objective weight which was adopted based on games theory
and was applied to asses flood risk in the Dongjing River
Basin.

PRELIMINARIES
Definition 3.1 (Characteristic function). Let A be a subset of
a universe X. The characteristic function χA of A is defined as
χA : X →{0,1} with

1 iff
0 iff

χA (x)= 
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Operator max

A brief of Fuzzy Set

max ai

Fuzzy set theory was introduced by (Zadeh, 1965), deals with
uncertainty and source of vagueness and has been utilized for
incorporating imprecise data into the decision framework.
Definition (Fuzzy set). A fuzzy set A of a universe X is
defined by a membership function µA such that µA: X → [0,1],
where µA (x) x is the membership value of x in A. The universe
X is always a crisp set.

i

:

 max li , min mi , max ui 


i
i 
 i

Operation min

:

min ai
i

 min li , min mi , min ui 


i
i 
 i

Summation

a

Triangular Fuzzy Number:
Triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are most common
used fuzzy number both in theory and practice. Triangular
fuzzy numbers are more practical in application because of
their calculation easiness and features.
Definition : A fuzzy number

a

is defined by a triplet

a  (l , m, u ) the membership function , triangular Fuzzy
number is defined by

 xl
 ml

ux
 a( x)   u  m

 0


Definition

:

Define

two

xm

fuzzy

:

a1 ()a2  (l1  l2 , m1  m2 , u1  u2 )
Scalar summation

:

a1 ()a2  (l1  l2 , m1  m2 , u1  u2 )
Scalar Subtraction

:

a1  k  (l1  k , m1  k , u1  k )
Multiplication

:

a1 ( x)a2  (l1 xl2 , m1 xm2 , u1 xu2 )
Scalar Multiplication

Defuzzification:
A triangular fuzzy number a  (l , m, u ) , then the fuzzy
number can be transferred into a crisp real number by means
of de fuzzification as follows.

:

a1 xk  (l1 xk , m1 xk , u1 xk ) for k  0
a1 xk  (l1 xk , m1 xk , u1 xk ) for k<0

a

l  2m  u
4

number

S. Opricovic, [2011] has applied the fuzzy VIKOR
(VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje in
Serbian) method, it has been developed to solve fuzzy multi
criteria problem with conflict and noncommensurable criteria.
This Method solves in an uncertain environment in which
both the criteria and weights may compromise fuzzy set. A
typical fuzzy MCDM (multi criteria decision making)
problem can be expressed in matrix form as

mco{( f ij ( Aj ), j  1,..., j ), i  1,..., n)
j

:

a1  k  (l1  k , m1  k , u1  k )
Subtraction



   li ,  mi ,  ui 
i
i
 i


Fuzzy Vikor Method

a1  (l1 , m1 , u1 ) and a 2  (l2 , m2 , u2 ) and scalar number k.
The algebraic operation of the triangular fuzzy number can be
express as follows.
Summation

1

LOOKS ON SOME FUZZY METHODS:

x  l , u 
triangular

i

Crisp

xm

:

Where j is the number of feasible alternatives; Aj = {x1,x2 , . .
.} is the jth alternative obtained (generated) with certain
values of system variables x; fij is the value of the ith criterion
function for the alternative Aj; n is the number of criteria; mco
denotes the operator of a multicriteria decision making
procedure for selecting the best (compromise) alternative in
multicriteria sense. Alternatives can be generated and their
feasibility can be tested by mathematical models (determining
variables x), physical models, and/or by experiments on the
existing system or other similar systems. Constraints are seen
as high-priority objectives, which must be satisfied in the
alternatives generating process. In this paper we assume the
alternatives are evaluated by the triangular fuzzy numbers

f ij  (lij , mij , uij ) , i=1,...n, j=1, ..., j. The set
of criteria representing benefits (good effects) is denoted by
Ib, and a set Ic for costs. Here |IbUIc| = n, where |.| denotes a
cardinal number.
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The ranking algorithm VIKOR has the following steps:
*

(i)

Determines the ideal

f i  (li* , mi* , ui* ) and the

A( j )

f i  (li , mi , ui ) values of all criterion

nadir

fi*  MAX fij ,

fi  MIN fij , for

iIb

fi *  MIN fij ,

fi  MAX fij , for

iI

j

(ii)

i= 1, ..., n

relations
for

iIb

dij  ( fij fi * ) / (ui  ui* )

for

iI

l

m

u

(ix)

n

(2)

R j  MAX (wi  dij )

(3)

is a fuzzy weighted sum,

R

(2)

is a fuzzy

wi are the weights of criteria,

l

m

u

by the relation

S *  MIN S j ,
j

S *  MAX S rj ,
j

(4)

R*  MIN R j ,

R u  MAX Ruj , and v is introduced as a weight for

M (the position of these alternative are “in
closeness”).

j

best value of S R are denoted by
respectively
(v)

(x)

Determine crisp trade-offs,

trik  ( Di wk ) / Dk wi ),

k  i ,k=1,...n, where trik is the number of units of the
ith criterion evaluated the same as one unit of the kth
criterion : Di  ui*  li for iϵIb , Di  ui  li* for

and R ,
*

iϵIc, and w=Crisp ( w) obtained by defuzzification
used in step (vii). The index i is given by the VIKOR
user. The VIKOR method introduces these trade
trade-offs as a result of normalization used in eq. (1)
and (3)

“Core” ranking
Rank the alternatives by sorting the core value
Q mj , j=1,2, ..., j , in decreasing order. The obtained
ordering is denoted by { A}Qm

(vi)

S*

(1)

Q( A( M ) )  Q( A(1) )  DQ for maximum

j

the strategy of “the majority of criteria” where 1-v is
the weight of the individual regret. These strategies
could be compromised by v=0.5, and here v is modified
as v=(n+1)/2n
(from v+0.5(n-1)/n=1 since the
criterion (1 of n) related to R is include in S, too. The

(1)

C2. “Acceptable stability in decision making ”:
The alternative A (1) must also be the best rank by S
or/and R.
If one of the condition is not satisfied, then the set of
compromise solution is proposed, which consist of:
- Alternative A (1) and A(2) if only the condition C2
is not satisfied, or
- Alternative A (1) , A(2), ...,A(M) if the condition C1
is not satisfied; A(M) is determined by the relation

Compute the values Q j  (Q j , Q j , Q j ) , j=1,2, ...,j
Q j  v(S j S * ) / (S u  S *l )  (1  v)( R j R* ) / ( R u  R*l )

( j)

Where: Adv= [Q( A )  Q( A )] / [Q( A )  Q( A )]
is the advantage with second position in {A} Q, and the
thresh-old DQ=1/(J-1).

expressing the DM’s preference as the relative
importance of the criteria.

Where:

if the following two conditions are

satisfied:
C1. “Acceptable Adventage “ : Adv≥DQ

i

(iv)

(5)

Propose as a compromise solution the alternative

(in{ A}Q )

i 1

operator MAX ,

Crisp( N )  (2m  l  u) / 4

( A(1) ) which is the best ranked by the measure Q

S j   ( wi  dij )

S

S j , R j , Q j ,j=1,2,...j, by the

(viii) Rank he alternative, sorting by the crisp value S,R and
Q in decreasing order. The results are three ranking list
{ A}s , { A}R and { A}Q

(1)

R j  ( Rlj , R mj , Ruj ) , J=1,2, ...,j by the relations

Where

of

Here the defuzzyfication method “2nd weighted mean”
ia applied to convert a fuzzy number into crisp score.

Compute S j  ( S j , S j , S j ) , and

(iii)

{ A}Q , although the set { A}Q could not be

(vii) Defuzzification

dij  ( fi*fij ) / (ui*  ui )

k j

complete ordering .

Compute normalized fuzzy difference

d ij , j=1, ..., j,

MINj Q( k )  Q( j ) ,

j  { j, j  1,... j} and Q ( k ) is the
where
fuzzy merit for the alternative A(k) at the kth position in
{ A}Qm . Confirmed ordering represents “exact” fuzzy
ranking

j

j

, j=1, ..., j is confirmed if
j

function, i=1,2, ...,n.
j

{ A}Qm of alternative

The jth ranking position in

(xi)

Fuzzy ranking
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are computed wk=|(Dkwi-trik)/Di|, k  i , k=1, ..., n. The
trade-offs determined in step (x) Then VIKOR
performs a new ranking from step (iii) using

wk  (wk , wk , wk ), k  1,2,..., n
The trade-offs determined in step (x) could help the
decision maker to assess new values, although that task
is very difficult.
(xii) The VIKOR algorithm ends if the new values are not
given in step (xi)

Application of Fuzzy Vikor Method:
There has been huge number of research successfully tested in
a real life application of fuzzy MCDM with different methods
S. Opricovic (2011) used Fuzzy VIKOR Method to water
resource planning. This method was applied to evaluate
alternative systems on the Mlava River. The alternatives were
generated by varying two system parameters, dam site and
dam height. The following six alternatives were selected by S.
Opricovic (2011) for multi criteria optimization.
A1. The alternative A1 is the reservoir Vukan with normal
level of 215 m.a.s.l. and useful storage of 86 x 106 m3
could provide 4.08 m3/s (average) for planed regional
water supply. The dam site is 1.5 km downstream of the
monastery Gornjak, and the implementation would
require the removal of the monastery. There will be a loss
of agricultural land of 120 ha. A section (1.5 km) of the
regional road and parts of local roads will be flooded by
the reservoir.
A2. Reservoir Vukan with normal level of 205 m.a.s.l. and
useful storage of 40 106 m3 would have less social and
environmental impacts on local areas and could provide
2.87 m3/s for water supply. It requires the removal of the
monastery Gornjak. The loss of agricultural land is less
than alternative A1.
A3. Reservoir Vitman I with normal level of 215 m.a.s.l.
could provide 2.97 m3/s. The dam site is 3 km upstream
of the monastery Gornjak, but there will be a loss of
agricultural land (120 ha).
A4. Reservoir Gradac with normal level of 275 m.a.s.l. could
provide 2.73 m3/s. The dam site is in the gorge Ribarska,
upstream of the Gornjak gorge. There will be an impact
on agricultural area in the region of Zagubica (a loss of
300 ha). The area of several households in two villages
will be flooded and they have to be removed.
A5. System of three reservoirs, Vitman II (205) and Gradac
(251) on Mlava, and Dubocica (255) on the tributary,
could provide 2.5 m3/s. All three dam sites are upstream
of the monastery Gornjak. The loss of agricultural is
relatively small since normal levels are lower.
A6. System similar to the alternative A5, Vitman III (203),
Gradac (251) and Dubocica (255), which could provide
2.74 m3/s. The Vitman III dam site is shortly downstream
of Vitman II.

The designed reservoir systems are evaluated S. Opricovic
(2011) according to the following criteria:
f1. Investment costs (in 106 US$) including dam
construction, expropriation of the area occupied by the
reservoir, construction of new buildings for the
households which have to move, and building new roads
that will substitute flooded sections.
f2. Water supply discharge – yield (m3/s) is the average
annual value of discharge from the reservoir system
available for regional water supply. The required
reservoir capacity has been determined by the ’’sequent
peak’’ algorithm for required total water demands. Water
supply discharge has been determined by simulation of
reservoir system with required capacity using historical
hydrological series. Beside this discharge each reservoir
has to realize downstream a biological minimum flow.
f3. Social impact (%) on urban and agricultural area
expressing local regret as percentage of the regret in the
alternative with maximum social impact.
f4. Impact on the monastery Gornjak is graded by the
experts. The worst grade has the alternative that required
the removal of monastery. The construction of a dam
could have impact on ambient beauty of the Gornjak
gorge.
According to S. Opricovic (2011) his findings we can see that
the MCDM in a fuzzy VIKOR method in fuzzy environment
the best rank of the set of alternatives and defined the
importance of criteria. The author in this Fuzzy VIKOR
algorithm present the result by prelimary ranking (‘core’) of
alternatives by the value of Qm and (‘Exact’) fuzzy ranking
and after that he present the crisp value (by defuzzyfication)
the author also discuss two approaches of fuzzy multi criteria
decision making “Fuzzy” (Fuzzy approach) and
“conventional” (non Fuzzy approach). Predefuzzification
approch is used with COA (centre of Area) method to find the
“Best non fuzzy performance Value” (BNP). Fuzzy triangular
number handle the imprecise numerical quantities, the
aggregating fuzzy merit Q based on the VIKOR method
represent the distance of an alternative to Ideal solution.
The author S. Opricovic (2011) represents the VIKOR
Method to water resource planning with numerical
justification and the operational validation of the VIKOR
application in real world problem. He also compared the result
by different method (SAW, TOPSIS, VIKOR) in order to
show the position of this new method.

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
The AHP which was introduced and developed by Saaty (
1980, 1987) is a powerful tool. The weights or priority
vectors of the alternatives and criteria is required for AHP
method. Saaty (1980) developed the Pair-wise Comparison
Method (PCM)
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The general form of Pair-wise Comparison matrix is defined
by

a12
 1
1/ a
1
12
R   aij   


1/ a1 j 1/ a2 j

... a1 j 
... a2 j 


1 

The elements of this matrix are pair-wise important ratio
between the criteria which are decided on the basis of how
well every criterion serves and how the important each is in
reaching the final goal. Saaty (1980) employed an evaluation
system to indicate how much one criterion is more important
than another in creating pair-wise comparison matrix. Pairwise comparison are classically carried out by asking how
much valuable an alternative A is (to be given criterion C)
than another alternative B. A pair-wise comparison
constitutes, in the end, a square matrix where each element
value ranges from 1/9 to 9. The diagonal elements of the
matrix are always equal to 1 while the non –diagonal elements
capture the perceived relative importance of the corresponding
alternatives.

Finding consistency of paiwise judgments in AHP
The consistency of the matrix of order n is evaluated.
Comparisons made by this method are subjective and the AHP
tolerates inconsistency through the amount of redundancy in
the approach. If this consistency index fails to reach a required
level then answers to comparisons may be re-examined. The
consistency index (CI), is calculated as

C.I . 
Where

max

max  n
n 1

principal Eigen value and n is the number of

C.R. 

C.I .
R.I .

Where (R.I.) is Random Index and that is dependent on the
sample size. A reasonable level of consistency in the pair-wise
comparison is assumed if C.R.<0.10, while C.R.  0.10
indicates inconsistent judgments.

RANDOM CONSISTENCY INDEX (R.I.) FOR N=1,2, ...8
(FROM SAATY 1980)
N
R.I.

1

2

3

4

0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90

Several research scholars have developed different methods
for flood risk evaluation method. For example X . Yanget al.
(2013) in his paper proposed triangular fuzzy AHP (
Analytical hierarchy process) approach for flood
risk
evaluation and response measure analysis. In their work they
developed triangular fuzzy AHP approach based on TFN to
evaluate flood risk and analyze response measure. A hierarchy
evaluation index system is established.
According to their flood risk index
Flood
risk
classification
Flood hazard
Hazard factors
Hazard
including
environment
Vulnerability
of
hazard
affected
body
Property
characteristics
Society’s
capacity

flood risk indexes

Rainstorm, dam break, typhoon,
tsunami
Vegetation coverage, drainage density,
terrain elevation, proportion of easily
flooded farmland

Population density, residential property,
industrial
production,
agriculture,
forestry, animal husbandry, and fishing
production.

bearing
Food control standard, the accuracy of
flood dispatching, early warning
mechanism, and disaster relif agencies.

Flood risk indexes importance ranking:

criteria of the judgement matrix.
Consistency ratio)

Application of Triangular Fuzzy AHP Methods:

5

6

7

8

1.12

1.24

1.32

1.41

X . Yang et al. (2013) observed that Triangular fuzzy AHP
hierarchical structure the flood risk ranking index which was
divided three levels ; First level is evaluate the ideal
comprehensive flood risk. Second level flood risk is classified
into four aspects: hazard factors, disaster environment,
property characteristics, and society bearing capacity. Third
level is the lowest level which contains 16 sub criteria of risk
index.
Again the author observe flood risk responds measures
analysis it also divided into three levels: the first level is
reduction of flood risk factors. The second level includes four
aspects: reduction of risk probability, reduction of risk loss,
uncontrollability and measure cost. And third level is five
response measure( sub criteria) these are strengthen of flood
embankment, enhance rainfall prediction accuracy, strengthen
scheme demonstration of weather conditions analysis,
Establish specialized agency of risk management and site
monitoring. The weights of the indexes the TFN are adopted
and evaluate the work safety performance of the indexes.
Then after calculating evaluating vector they determine the
flood risk factor ranking, comprehensive flood risk prediction
and flood response measure analysis. The proposed model
then consider the rainfall data, elevation data, land use data
and the socio economic data, so on, from the Lower Yangtze
River region for the analysis.
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This model of X. Yang et al. (2013) successfully explain the
contribution of the fuzzy AHP and TFN which provides a new
scientific method for flood risk evaluation and results were
more reasonable and comprehensive. The author suggest that
the model would be helpful for the government decision
maker, analysts, engineers and local authority for flood risk
analysis and practical management of floods risk. As per the
risk response measure analysis on responding the treat when
encountered can be solved by using warning system,
temporary flood defence force for protection of valuables
emergency services. It is also suggest that the propose fuzzy
AHP and TFN approach can also identify, evaluate
qualitatively, control, and mitigate risk associated with human
activities in real life, thus managing future risk more
effectively.
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